
First Time in India
Digital Air Conditioner Power Saver

POWER SAVER FOR AC

25% - 30%GUARANTEEDPOWER SAVING

Micro Controller

Based Software

Technology

* Compatible with Window & Split AC’s Upto 2 TR

* Ideal for Shops, Homes, Offices, Hotel Rooms, Hospitals, 

* Easy to Install

Save Energy Save Money



Working Principle ? 
0We all know that if we supply heat to water, the temperature of the water starts rising. It rises till 100  C after which even if we continue to 

supply heat to the water, the temperature does not rise further. Whatever heat is supplies to the water after this point is wasted. This is 
0Thermal Saturation Point. If we chill water, it turns into ICE at 0  C and whatever energy is supplied to it after that does not cool the ICE 

0further but it remains at 0  C. Energy Supplied to ICE after this point is wasted. This too is Thermal Saturation Point. Similarly, the 
compressor of the Air Conditioner cannot cool the cooling tube of the Air Conditioner below a certain temperature. And whatever energy 
the compressor uses to cool the tube after this thermal saturation point occurs is wasted!!! You may hardly find any air-conditioners that 
detect this thermal saturation point of the AC tube. All air conditioners sense room temperature and do not consider thermal saturation 
point. Our Power saver for Air Conditioner prevents occurrence of thermal saturation point thereby saving a sufficiently good amount of 
energy.

How does it protect my Air Conditioner?  Many a times, if the thermostat fails, there is no indication for its failure. Even in such cases the 
compressor is bound to continuously operate without stopping. But now you don't have a reason to worry! The Microelectronics Power 
Saver for Air conditioner will take good care of your air conditioner and your pockets too!!!                                 

Will I feel uncomfortable or get less cooling after installing this power saver?  No. While the Power Saver is working, the copper tubings 
are at 100C & remain cool for few minutes even if the compressor shuts for sometime. Hence cool air keeps coming out of the Air 
Conditioner vent even when the compressor is shut for few mins to avoid thermal saturation point.   

Is this Device Legal?  Yes its absolutely legal, as we are saving power and not stealing power!             

How many devices will I require if I have many air-conditioners?  You will require one device per air conditioner, so if you have 5 air 
conditioners then you will require 5 devices.   

What is the highest tonnage capacity of air conditioner that the power saver can control?  The Power Saver for Air conditioner is 
designed to work with Air conditioner upto 2 Tonne capacity. 

Will the unit work for window and split unit both?  Yes the unit is compatible with both, window as well as for split units.

What is the warranty that comes along with the power saver?  The unit comes with a warranty of 2 years against mal function or any 
manufacturing defect.  

How many Months will it take for me to get back the invested money?  For regular users like in offices the return of investment normally 
takes 6 - 8 months depending upon the usage. If the Air conditioner usage time is high the R.O.I . is even faster.    

Does it require any Installation?  Yes , it does require installation. Our technician will do that for you. 

Does the unit itself consume any power ? If yes how much?  The unit hardly consumes ½ to 1 watt of energy, that's Rs 25 pr year !, but 
saves in thousands! 

My New Air Conditioner already has power saver feature built-in ? Then why should I buy this unit?  The power saver function in the Air 
Conditioner only turns OFF the Air conditioner completely at regular intervals. Not at all a smart idea to save energy! 

Whats different between the power savers available in the market and Microelectronic Power Saver?  Quality, Cost, Reliablity, 
Durablity, Assurance of Energy Saving, …  Other power savers for air conditioners completely turn off the Air Conditioner to save energy. 

Can I use it at my office or residence or both?  Yes it can be used for Home as well as for residential use.

Benefits of  A.C.Power Saver
* Microcontroller & software based online Electrical Safety Unit.

* Protection (270V) with Automatic Restart.

* Overload & short circuit protection as per IS 8828-78.

* 100% safety from fire.

* Protection from “POWER ON” spikes & surges.

* Saving mode 10% to 40% selecting mode.

* High/low voltage with auto start, Digital ammeter & voltmeter.

* Improve power factor in –house.

* Easy wiring & installation, 

* Save electrical bill upto 40%*
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Brief :

Due to the complexity of combustion reactions in diesel fuels, some of the hydrocarbons are not completely consumed, contributing to 
incomplete combustion and formation of pollutants such as carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons. 

BARON unique polar formulation improves the dispersion between fuel molecules and enhances their mixing with the air, thereby improving the 
overall combustion efficiency in both petrol and diesel fuels.  The results are better fuel economy and reduced harmful emissions.  

How It Works ?

Hydrogen and Carbon Molecules chains are broken by BARON fuel saver 
making combustion easier
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How BARON Fuel Conditioner Works

BARON Patented fuel conditioner formula has two unique compounds that work together at the molecular level to produce unique 
benefits, combines a combustion modifier with a special polar compound that has a molecular attraction to the metallic parts of the 
combustion chamber and fuel system. This combination reduces engine wear and removes combustion deposits and fuel system corrosion - 
while increasing power.

BARON polar compound attracts to metallic parts of the combustion chamber and penetrates and removes combustion deposits with 
each firing of the engine. The polar compound creates a thin film that increases lubrication between friction surfaces of pistons, rings, 
valves and fuel pump, while reducing the formation of new deposits on the fuel injectors and combustion parts. It also provides a 
corrosion inhibitor for the entire fuel system.

BARON combustion modifier accelerates the fuel burn so that more of the engine's power is delivered instantaneously at the top of 
the piston stroke.  It creates a more complete burning of fuel before the exhaust valves open -- which results in reduced carbon 
emissions, cooler exhaust temperatures and reduced valve wear.

Although BARON more than pays for itself with fuel savings alone, even greater savings may come in the form of reduced maintenance 
and less engine wear.

• Removes combustion deposits from inside the combustion chamber, and reduces formation of new deposits. 

• Removes corrosion from fuel tanks and systems, inhibits new deposits. 

• Increase engine fuel efficiency - higher mpg!  Save 12% to 15% average on fuel budget!

• Increase lubricity of engine parts-Works great with new low sulphur diesel fuel & Engines last longer and run quieter – save

• Reduce maintenance expenses- Average 15% to 20% more in maintenance budget 

• Engines and injectors stay cleaner-Less time in the shop - more time on the road!

• Smoother engine operation (less vibration & noise)

• Get back the power especially in cold morning drive. Feel a remarkable reduction in jerking as smoother power is delivered.

Benefits of BARON FUEL SAVER


